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0.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

0.1 It is considered that the purpose and remit of the Landscape Sensitivity Report is unclear 
and confused as there appears to be cross over between this report and the Green Belt, 
Green Corridor and Settlement Gap assessments also undertaken by same team at LUC. 
Rather than proving a critical review of the earlier flawed work these later publications appear 
to simply be an attempt to reinforce earlier opinions.  

0.2 None of the reports have actually addressed the central issue for the Council in determining 
which of the reasonable alternatives should be allocated to meet the future needs of the 
district and which should be held in reserve, but excluded from the green belt, to 
accommodate development in the post plan period. 

0.3 There are serious shortcomings with the approach taken to the landscape assessment. 
These maybe briefly summarised as:  

a. The landscape character areas have not been correctly defined in that areas that do 
not share the same characteristics as others have been grouped together and 
assessed as a whole.  

b. The grading of potential sensitivity is only undertaken in respect of these larger areas 
and therefore the assessment underestimates the potential for smaller sites (i.e. those 
that actually represent reasonable alternatives in terms of the SA) to be 
accommodated in less sensitive landscape areas. 

c. It appears that only larger areas which already contain substantial elements of built 
form are considered to have a Low or Medium Low sensitivity. Also, the impact of the 
A1(M) appears to be weighted heavily but the impact of enclosure by other roads is 
given less or no noticeable weight.  

0.4 These shortcomings are adequately demonstrated by considering the examples of two 
reasonable alternatives for development, specifically WEL1 and WGr3, both of which could 
easily accommodate development without significantly impacting on the alleged landscape 
sensitivities highlighted by the report.  

0.5 The report itself appears to recognise that this criticism maybe overcome by the additional 
work that has been highlighted as being required as part of the site selection process. 
However, it does mean that each of the reasonable alternatives needs to be assessed.  They 
cannot be ruled out on the basis of the overall assessment of landscape impact in the larger 
areas within which they fall.  

0.6 To a large extent the report does not assist in the assessment of reasonable alternatives as 
it does not seek to assess the landscape sensitivity of these alternative sites but simply the 
sensitivity of larger areas which may or may not share the same characteristics. On its own 
therefore this work takes the Sustainability Appraisal and Site Selection process no further 
forward. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 

1.1 The purpose of this report and its relationship with the Green Belt, Green Corridor and 
Settlement Gap Assessments also undertaken by LUC is unclear. It is noted that paragraph 
1.1 states that the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment specifically considers the potential for 
built development on these sites but that this assessment is discrete from the LUC Green 
Belt, Green Corridor and Settlement Gap studies. 

1.2 It is unclear how the Landscape Sensitivity Report should be used to influence site selection 
and what balance should be given to the various assessments of which it is one. 
Furthermore, it is of concern that LUC’s previous conclusions in these earlier reports are not 
brought though into this assessment. 

1.3 Paragraph 1.2 conflates the purposes of the green belt and pre-conceived assessments 
regarding the sensitivity of landscapes.  

1.4 It is very important to note that this report is not the final stage in the site selection process 
and that its role appears only as a starting point. Explicitly it states that:  

“information provides useful context for more detailed assessment of specific site options 
and Section 3 of this report includes a diagram that indicates how the assessment can be 
used when appraising a specific site. It is a strategic level study undertaken at a scale of 
1:25,000; more detailed Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) will be required 
on a site by site basis in relation to the development of any specific site and to inform master 
planning.” 

1.5 Paragraph 1.5 makes it clear that before site selection takes place a further level of work is 
required, as it states:  

“The study concentrates on understanding the sensitivities to residential development and 
does not address potential landscape capacity in terms of quantity of built development, 
which is a further stage of assessment that is dependent on a much wider range of 
considerations other than landscape and visual effects and consideration of cumulative 
development, landscape objectives and thresholds of acceptable change.” 

1.6 The limitation of the assessment is revealed when consideration is given to the extent it can 
be utilised to assist in the selection of sites. 

1.7 Our view is that it provides no material benefit to the site selection process as the lack of 
detailed assessment of the reasonable alternative sites or indeed those which have arisen 
from the call for sites provides no assistance for the decision maker in the assessment of 
alternatives that are capable of forming the basis of a potential future development strategy.  

2.0 COMMENTARY ON FINDINGS  

2.1 It is our view that the landscape character areas have not been correctly defined and that 
areas that do not share the same characteristics as others have been grouped together and 
assessed as a whole.  

2.2 The grading of potential sensitivity of these larger areas means only those which already 
contain substantial elements of built form are considered to have a Low or Medium Low 
sensitivity. Also, the impact of the A1(M) appears to be weighted heavily but the impact of 
enclosure by other roads is given less or no noticeable weight.  

2.3 These shortcomings mean that smaller parcels of land adjacent or within urban areas may 
well be in landscape that is less sensitive to residential development but that this assessment 
is lost by the weight attached to consideration of the larger more expansive area in which 
they are located.  
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2.4 It is recognised that this criticism may be overcome by the additional work that has been 
highlighted as being required as part of the site selection process. However, it does mean 
that each of the reasonable alternatives needs to be assessed. They cannot be ruled out on 
the basis of the overall assessment of the landscape impact of the larger areas (as defined 
by this assessment) within which they fall.  

2.5 To a large extent therefore this assessment does not assist in the assessment of reasonable 
alternatives as it does not seek to assess the landscape sensitivity of these alternative sites 
but simply the sensitivity of larger areas which may or may not share the same 
characteristics. On its own therefore this work takes the Sustainability Appraisal and Site 
Selection process no further on. 

3.0 COMMENTARY ON FINDINGS RELATING TO AREA LCA35A IN RESPECT OF WEL1: 
LAND SOUTH OF KIMPTON ROAD, WELWYN AND AREA LCA 132/132A (SITES WEL2 
AND WEL 15) FULLING MILL LANE, WELWYN 

3.1 In respect of Area 35a, which includes WEL1, table 3.1 on page 15 concludes that the area 
has a Low-moderate / Moderate landscape sensitivity. 

3.2 The report on page 98 shows all of Area 35a to be an area of Moderate Landscape 
Sensitivity. 

3.3 Page 87 states that the settlement edge of Welwyn (35a) and the settlement edge of Welwyn 
Garden City (35b) have been defined as follows:  

“The settlement edge of Welwyn has been identified on the basis of topography, where rising 
slopes and woodland blocks mark the limit of intervisibility between the village and the 
adjacent LCA.” 

3.4 A more detailed description is given on page 94 which describes 35a in the following terms: 

“There are some valued features within the area (sloping landform, rural lanes, woodland 
cover in the south-west, hedgerows and hedgebanks) and a sense of openness that allows 
for uninterrupted views towards the wooded skyline. However, the disturbance to the rural 
character (as a result of the busy A1(M) road) and the modern settlement edge at Welwyn 
reduce the sensitivity to built development, more so to the east of White Hill where there is 
greater containment from urbanising influences. Sensitivity to residential development is 
assessed as moderate to the west of White Hill and low-moderate to the east.” 

3.5 This definition does not describe WEL1 which is to the north of Welwyn – there are no 
interrupted views of a wooded skyline and the landform slopes down with the views being 
foreshortened by the Cemetery and by the residential enclave to the north.  

3.6 The clear problem of assessing WEL1, which is to the north of the settlement of Welwyn, as 
part of a wider area comprising much larger agricultural fields to the west and south west is 
simply that they do not share the same landscape characteristics.  

3.7 The fields to the west of Welwyn, including the potential sites adjoining the settlement 
boundary is that these are large agricultural fields with extensive long distance views across 
them into the wider countryside from both Whitehill Road and School Road.  

3.8 Figure 1 shows views looking north east from Whitehill Road. This illustrates the long 
distance views across the countryside with the edge of Welwyn on the skyline.  

3.9 Figure 2 shows views looking south east from Whitehill Road and illustrates the views across 
the countryside with the edge of Welwyn which is contained behind a tree belt. Clearly the 
sensitivity of this area to development is not Low – Medium as described. We think that this 
assessment has been based upon the fact that there is a large area of existing built form at 
Whitehills.  
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Figure 1. Whitehill Road looking north east towards Welwyn  

 

Figure 2. Views looking south east from Whitehill to Welwyn 

 

3.10 Figure 3 shows views looking north east from School Lane which further illustrates the long 
distance views across the countryside with the edge of Welwyn on the skyline.  

3.11 Figure 4 shows there are also long-distance views from the road serving the properties 
(parallel to Wilshere road) on the edge of Welwyn across the open countryside.  
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Figure 3. Views from School Lane looking east to Welwyn  

 

Figure 4. Views looking west out of Welwyn over part of 35a 

 

3.12 In contrast the site WEL1 to the north does not share the characteristics described in the 
assessment as the:  

a. Views out of Welwyn across the site are framed not by the wider open countryside 
but are enclosed by further development (Figure 5); 

b. Views into Welwyn from Kimpton Road are framed clearly by the residential urban 
edge of Welwyn Figure 6).  
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Figure 5. Views looking north out of Welwyn over WEL1 (part of 35a) 

 

Figure 6. Views south from Kimpton Road over WEL1 (part of 35a)  

 

3.13 As the above simple comparison of views highlight there are clear and substantive 
differences within Area 35a. In particular the large area of built form within the southern part 
of 35a has led to an assessment of the wider landscape as having a lower sensitivity to 
development although clearly there are areas within this which appear to have a much higher 
sensitivity.  

3.14 Likewise, the area to the west of Welwyn, identified as having a Moderate sensitivity, is 
clearly different in character from the part of Area 35a which lies to the north of Welwyn in 
terms of both the character of the landscape and the impact of urbanising influences.  
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3.15 The difference between WEL1 and the greater part of Area 35a can be further demonstrated 
by a consideration of the key sensitivities and mitigation potential on the edge of Welwyn, as 
set out on page 94 of the report.  

3.16 In terms of bringing forward WEL1 the report (page 94) identifies the following potential 
impacts on landscape and visual character, and we have identified where these are relevant 
and what mitigation can be undertaken:  

a) Maintain the openness of the sloping landform up to a wooded skyline which provides 
a visible rural setting to this edge of Welwyn. 

3.17 The WEL1 site on the northern edge of Welwyn does slope up to a wooded skyline. The 
northern edge slopes downwards and is enclosed by residential development to the north.  

3.18 This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WEL1 and no 
mitigation is necessary.  

b) Preserve the role of Cooks Wood and Horseshoe Plantation as a landscape buffer 
between the southern edge of Welwyn and the A1(M), and in maintaining the 
detachment of the Wilshere Park development from the defined urban area of Welwyn. 

3.19 The WEL1 site is on the northern edge of Welwyn; the area referred to is to the south of 
Welwyn and will be unaffected by residential development to the north.  

3.20 This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WEL1 and no 
mitigation is necessary.  

c) Preserve the steep and narrow rural lanes lined with medium high hedgerows and 
occasional hedgebanks. 

3.21 Access to WEL1 need only incur minimal loss of hedgerow – schemes submitted allow for 
the realignment of Kimpton Lane such that the existing alignment can be retained unaltered 
for local and pedestrian use. 

3.22 This development could ensure that the existing narrow rural lane is preserved and any 
breaches of the existing hedgerow necessary can be easily mitigated by replanting and 
enhancing existing hedgerows as well as re-establishing hedgerows that have been lost 
though former management.   

d) Retain public rights of way along rural lanes and crossing agricultural fields. 

3.23 There are no public rights of way across WEL1 although the development of the site could 
allow for access from the northern edge of Welwyn downwards to the open countryside 
beyond the development as the layout of the site could enhance access along Kimpton Road 
and Fulling Mill Lane neither of which currently provides a footpath.  

3.24 This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WEL1 and no 
mitigation is necessary.  

e) Minimise impact on rural character that would result from encroachment on the 
buildings of Linces Farm, several of which are Grade II listed. 

3.25 There is at present visibility between the northern edge of Welwyn and Linces Farm. This 
sensitivity would not be adversely impacted by the scope for residential development on 
WEL1 as there is already residential development within the same distance of this listed 
building complex. Any impact can be easily mitigated by sensitive landscaping and boundary 
treatment within the area being considered as a reasonable alternative WEL1.  

3.26 In any event, the relatively poorly screened settlement edge is visible across the open fields 
which make up this part of Area 35a (see Figure 7 below). The edge of WEL1 will not extend 
development any closer to to the listed building complex than the existing development but 
will provide the opportunity to achieve a much more sensitive edge to the built up area arising 
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from the development of WEL1.  

Figure 7. Views of Linces farm and existing northern edge of Welwyn.  

 

f) Sites WEL2 and WEL15 

3.27 The sensitivity ratings across the assessment area for 132/132a are illustrated in Appendix 
1 on the plan on page 256. This shows 132a (including sites WEL2, 6 and 15) as being of 
Moderate landscape impact.  

3.28 In this instance Area 132a is very clearly distinguishable from the wider part of Area 132.  
Moreover Area 132a is much more closely aligned with specific sites that have to date been 
considered reasonable alternatives. 

3.29 Nevertheless, it includes land that has not been put forward for development and has not 
been promoted, which is in use as a cemetery or which is subject to flood risk as well as land 
which has been considered as a reasonable alternative, namely sites Wel2 and Wel15. 

3.30 The assessment of Area 132a therefore continues to be at a coarse grain. Again it is 
considered that all of the four criteria identified could be accommodated within the scope of 
development on these two parcels: 

a)         Maintain a positive relationship with the neighboring (sic) Local Wildlife site, ensuring 
its quality as a nature conservation resource is not degraded. 

3.31 Wel2 and Wel15 do not sit within the sensitive area of Singlers Marsh or the floodplain of the 
River Mimram but could be developed in a way that is sensitive to it. In this instance the 
proposal for development includes a scheme to facilitate and improve existing access to the 
area, therefore appropriate mitigation can be delivered. 

b)        Protect and conserve the well-established hedgerows.  

3.32 This is a mater of detailed design and not fundamental to the landscape impact of 
development given the self-containment in the landscape of sites Wel2 and Wel15. 

c)        Maintain the small scale character of the area  

3.33 Sites Wel2 and Wel15 are self contained, have clearly defined boundaries and are capable 
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of being developed within the enclosed landscape context of that part of Area 132a defined 
by the cemetery, urban edge and Fulling Mill Lane. 

d)         Avoid adverse impact on the character of the Conservation Area.  

3.34 This is a matter of layout and design and does not go to the consideration of assessing wider 
impacts on the landscape. 

g) Conclusion  

3.35 The review of the assessment of the Area 35a as a whole, and the conclusions when 
compared against the assessment of the smaller potential development sites such as WEL1 
strongly support the statement in section 1 of the report that it is a strategic level study 
undertaken at a scale and that more detailed Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
(LVIA) will be required on a site by site basis in relation to the development of any specific 
site and to inform master planning. 

3.36 Given the shortcomings of the report we would have reservations regarding any weight that 
could be attached to it in determining the acceptability of individual reasonable alternative 
sites to accommodate development. It nevertheless identifies that there are many allocations 
in the submitted plan that are on land with similar landscape sensitivities (i.e. Moderate Low 
and Moderate).  As such this assessment does not exclude sites such as WEL1 as being a 
reasonable alternative in terms of the SA and the Site Selection process.  

3.37 The conclusions with respect to Area 132a merely iterate good development management 
criteria but do not identify any substantive landscape considerations that would support 
identification of Moderate as opposed to Low-Moderate landscape impacts.   

4.0 COMMENTARY ON FINDINGS RELATING TO LCA 37A LAND AT LONDON ROAD, 
KNEBWORTH (HELAA SITE WGR3) 

4.1 The overall conclusion in regard to Area 37a has been assessed as being a Moderate - High 
Landscape Sensitivity but again our review suggests that not all areas of land within this 
wider area are of the same sensitivity. In particular, the site identified as WGr3, which is a 
small site enclosed on three sides by development, and by definition on three sides by the 
established settlement boundary of Knebworth and its small extension within Welwyn 
Hatfield.  It simply does form part of the wider landscape area that is being assessed in this 
report. This small enclosed piece of land does not share any of the landscape characteristics 
of the larger area that is being assessed.  This is fully apparent when the site is compared to 
the description of the sensitivity of the wider landscape area which is stated (page 116) as 
being:  

“The sensitivity of the assessment area is increased by the visual prominence and provision 
of setting to Woolmer Green resulting from its sloping, open landform with limited hedgerow 
boundaries. The proximity of the area to multiple Local Wildlife Sites, BAP Priority Habitat 
deciduous woodlands and some listed buildings also increase sensitivity. The area plays an 
important role in providing a setting for Woolmer Green, Oaklands, Knebworth, Datchworth 
and Burnham Green. Landscape sensitivity is reduced by the presence of the A1(M) and the 
railway line, both of which produce significant sound pollution, and by the urban character of 
Woolmer Green, although its valley floor location limits impact on views. Overall this 
landscape has a moderate-high sensitivity rating.” 

4.2 In contrast to this description above the site WGr3 is: 

a. Flat; 

b. Small scale and enclosed by residential development on 3 sides and a care home on 
the fourth with well defined boundaries in terms of trees hedges roads and the railway 
line; 
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c. Not close to Local Wildlife Sites, BAP Priority Habitat deciduous woodlands or listed 
buildings; 

d. Visually within rather than proving a setting for Knebworth; 

e. Being visually within Knebworth it does not provide a setting for Woolmer Green as 
there is a large care home between the site and Woolmer Green.  

4.3 The differences between the larger area being assessed as 37a and the site being proposed 
for development, WGr3, is illustrated by the aerial photo of the area in Figure 8 below. This 
clearly demonstrates how this small site is entirely enclosed by built form and clearly separate 
from the larger open fields that are being assessed as 37a. 

Figure 8. Aerial photograph of WGr3 and the wider area of landscape assessment 
37a.  

 

4.4 The difference between WGr3 and the wider Area 37a can be further demonstrated by a 
consideration of the key sensitivities and mitigation potential on the edge of Woolmer Green 
as set out on page 116 of the report.  

4.5 In terms of bringing forward WGr3 the report (page 116) identifies the following potential 
impacts on landscape and visual character, and we have identified where these are relevant 
and what mitigation can be undertaken:  

a) Avoid development on sloping land which has high intervisibility with existing 
settlement or would be visually prominent in the wider landscape. 

4.6 This is not sloping land and while it has high visibility with the existing settlement this is 
because it is fully enclosed by the existing built form and railway embankment, not because 
the site is part of the wider countryside. Residential development of this site would not be 
visible form the wider countryside as it is visually separated from it by mature tree screening 
and by the railway embankment.  

4.7 This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WGr3 and no 
mitigation is necessary.  
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b) Ensure development does not degrade the quality of neighbouring LWSs. 

4.8 The Local Wildlife Site (Mardley Heath) is well removed from WGr3 being the other side of 
the railway and adjacent to Woolmer Green rather than in or adjacent to Knebworth. 

4.9 This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WGr3 and no 
mitigation is necessary.  

c) Maintain the rural setting provided to surrounding settlements by the assessment 
area. 

4.10 This small site does not provide a setting for Woolmer Green as it is enclosed by a mature 
tree belt to the south, beyond which are the grounds of a care home.  Likewise, its enclosure 
by the built form of Knebworth means that it does not form part of the setting for this 
settlement either.  

4.11 This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WGr3 and no 
mitigation is necessary.  

d) Maintain the rural setting of historic farmsteads on the slopes above Woolmer Green 
(Mardleybury and Paynes). 

4.12 Mardleybury Farm and Manor lie to the south east of Woolmer Green and form part of its 
setting on its south-eastern flank.  As WGr3 lies to the north of Woolmer Green and to the 
west of London Road it forms no part of the landscape settings of these historic assets.  

4.13 Whilst Paynes Farm, also a listed building building, lies to the north east of Woolmer Green, 
its setting is formed by land that has been proposed for allocation in the local plan.  In any 
case, site WGr3 is some 0.7km distant and is physically separated by London road along 
which there is extensive tree planting particularly extending southwards along the road from 
the built-up area of Knebworth. However, this is irrelevant as there is no inter-visibility 
between the two. WGr3 does not therefore form part of the setting for this listed building.  

4.14 This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WGr3 and no 
mitigation is necessary.  

e) Protect existing features of ecological interest including remaining hedgerows and 
areas of priority habitat deciduous woodlands.  

4.15 The site does not have any existing features of ecological interest. There would be minimal 
impact on ecology arising from development on the boundaries however any potential loss 
of habitat will be more than compensated by the additional planting and reinstatement of 
hedgerows as part of the development of the site.  

4.16 This sensitivity is not adversely impacted by the residential development on WGr3 although 
there may be some minor impacts easily mitigated by landscaping on site as part of the 
development of the site. 

f) Conclusion  

4.17 The review of the assessment of the larger part of Area 37a and the conclusions when 
compared against the assessment of the smaller potential development sites such as WGr3 
strongly support the statement in section 1 of the report that it is a strategic level study 
undertaken at a broad scale and that more detailed Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment (LVIA) will be required on a site by site basis in relation to the development of 
any specific site and to inform master planning. 

4.18 Given this approach would have strong reservations regarding any weight that could be 
attached to it in determining the acceptability of individual reasonable alternative sites to 
accommodate development. It is very clear that this small site, WGr3, shares few if any of 
the characteristics of the wider area in which it has been incorporated. This is made clear by 
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the fact that the residential development of the site would not impact on one of the 
sensitivities of the area as identified by this assessment.  

4.19 As WGr3 does not impact on any of these sensitivities associated with the scoring of the 
larger part of Area 37a as having a Moderate-High Landscape Sensitivity then it cannot be 
concluded that on this lower scale it will share the same sensitivity. Site visits clearly identify 
it does not. As such the scoring of the wider area should not prevent the consideration of 
WGr3 being considered as a reasonable alternative in landscape terms as part of the SA and 
site selection process.  
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